About Timberlane
Timberlane, Inc. is one of the most respected brands in the shutter industry and produces high-quality exterior
shutters, with extraordinary customization capabilities in wood and state-of the-art maintenance-free
materials. Its direct-to-you customer experience has been serving thousands and thousands of customers
since its inception in 1995 and in 2016, Timberlane Inc. expanded into the outdoor home space with its
Timberlane Home Collection. In 2017, Timberlane Inc. will continue this customer-requested expansion,
revolutionizing the custom garage door space.
Background
Timberlane produces custom exterior shutters, renowned for exceptional quality and customization
capabilities, in variety of high-quality, high-performance materials. There are no stock sizes or configurations;
all Timberlane shutters are built-to-order to 1/8” exacting specifications at Timberlane’s manufacturing facility
in the USA. From complete color-matching options to curves and radius tops and more, Timberlane provides
fullest custom build and design flexibility for custom builders, architects, designers, homeowners and more.
Timberlane products are not available in big box stores, and the company upholds its commitment to 100%
customer delight by working directly with trade professionals and homeowners each and every day.
The Timberlane Experience, began early in 1995, when founder and CEO, Rick Skidmore, was dissatisfied with
the quality, workmanship and options found in commercially-available exterior shutters. He began what would
soon be recognized as one of the industry leaders in exterior home shutters and outdoor design. Since that
day, Timberlane Inc. has exponentially grown to now employ master craftsmen, woodworkers, engineers,
entry-level apprentices, customer experience specialists and more to serve its ever-growing customer base.
Its flagship brands, Endurian™ Shutters, Premium Wood Shutters, and new Supremity™ Shutters, provide the
traditional to the most avant-garde customers a way to reflect their distinctive styles, and Timberlane’s full line
of heavy duty hardware provides added assurance. The new Timberlane Planters, part of the Timberlane
Home Collection, coordinate gracefully with Timberlane Shutter designs.
The Timberlane brand has become synonymous with exceptional quality and is regularly specified by some of
the most respected and influential architects, decorators, contractors, and historians throughout the USA and
beyond. Timberlane shutters currently hang on the windows of the White House; and as the only company
formally endorsed by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, Timberlane Inc. is proud to have its shutters
hang on some of the nation's most prestigious historic sites, academic institutions, Palladio Home Award
winners, and even Disney's Famous Haunted Mansion. Recently, Timberlane Shutters again graced the
Southern Living Design Home and has been featured on This Old House, I Want That! and more. Timberlane
Shutters can be found in neighborhoods across the USA where quality and attention to detail are of
importance.
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Located in Montgomeryville, PA, Timberlane has been helping trade professionals and homeowners create
visual impact and transformational curb appeal for years.
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